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Abstract

Building managers have specific duties and certain outputs that are required of them. Without the necessary data, information, tools, and time, they are unable to adequately meet their organisational goals. Scenario modelling enables explicit and unambiguous coupling of building functions with other pivotal aspects of building operation in a method that specifically considers the education and technical expertise of building managers. This new method captures, transforms, and communicates the complex interdependencies of environmental and energy management in buildings through an easily navigable, holistic, and reproducible checking mechanism that compares actual performance with predicted performance and completes the “plan-do-check-act” cycle for building managers. Most important, the structured nature of this method caters to the diverse profile of building managers, making it applicable for widespread deployment. This paper demonstrates the benefit of using the new method by examining its application to a performance analysis of two existing buildings.
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1 Introduction

Many factors contribute to the inefficient operation of buildings. These include poor construction methods, inadequate design, the absence of comprehensive testing, inconsistent and at times poor quality of measured data, and inefficient operations practices [1]. Unavailable, unreliable, and inaccurate performance information is a major cause for inefficient building operation. Information used by building managers must be trustworthy, but there are no standards currently available for analysing and transforming building performance data and information. In addition, current methods and tools fail to account for the profile of building managers, both in terms of the operational context of their role and their typical technical and educational background [2]. As a result, the information communicated to building managers can result in decisions that are often ad-hoc, arbitrary, and incomplete [3].

In practice, analysis methods applied to building operations vary in complexity. Performance benchmarks usually originate from prescriptive code compliance, energy performance guidelines established externally, results from whole-building energy simulation models, and from rules of thumb or conventional wisdom [4]. Such benchmarks are typically difficult to disaggregate, as they fail to contain enough meta-data for a comparison with systems and components in a given building. For example, building managers might compare a building’s annual gross energy consumption with data about its previous years’ performances or with normalised data from similar buildings, but they may not have the resources to break down energy end use by type. Normative comparison methods include Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) Guide F, ENERGY STAR, and Dutch NEN 2916 [5–7] and the more advanced U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) Building Performance Toolkit that offers objective performance indicators communicable between different project stakeholders [8]. However, these methods fail when they involve building-to-building comparison when all the compared buildings operate inefficiently and when the methods do not comprehensively take into account each building’s unique nature. In the cases where a calibrated whole-building energy simulation model exists, measured performance is extremely difficult to compare with predicted performance [9–11]. To complicate matters further, measured HVAC time-series data describe building performance in higher resolution but wholly depend upon weather and control strategies [12].

Structured methods applied by experts have resulted in energy conservation measures that have saved an average of over 20% of total energy costs and over 30% of heating and cooling costs in more than 100 studied U.S. buildings [13]. Such experts brought in to “fix” building systems provide one possible solution to identifying causes of inefficient operation in the building stock [14,15]. This requires recognition that experts with the appropriate knowledge and skills are needed including adequate resources and time. Therefore, an expert reliant solution to inefficient operation of buildings is impractical when dealing with the global building stock.

Standards are another proven approach in the areas of quality control system and environmental management system [16,17]. International Standards Organization (ISO) 50001 has been in effect since mid 2011, but it is only practical for organisations with significant energy consumption; i.e., industrial facilities, as opposed to commercial buildings. ISO 50001 requires organisations to commit resources and employ adequately trained personnel. The key difference between the ISO standards and typical building management of commercial buildings is that the ISO standards use Deming’s cycle—also known as the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle—and that this cycle provides a communication mechanism between building operators and upper management, thus incorporating important stakeholders in energy management activities [18].

ISO 50001 is an auditable checklist of auditable responsibilities for completion by trained actors within the organisation [19]. Conversely, commercial buildings lack a standardised operating process, and building managers have a diverse range of backgrounds, knowledge, training, and education. A profiling exercise carried out in Ireland revealed that building managers typically come from other positions within industry and rarely
have the skills and training specifically required for optimum building management [2].\(^1\) Due to the noted shortage of experts, responsibility for optimum building operation should fall on building managers, but such a solution must rely upon an accurate profile of this role that also includes inputs, operating process, and outputs.

The role of a building manager can be frustrating and stressful [20]. Limited organisational resources typically restrict building managers to a “plan-do” method of operation that does not include checking and validation, or reporting to upper management. In this role (Figure 1), building managers must manage the inputs on which they base their analysis and decisions. Tools such as Building Management Systems (BMS) that control HVAC systems or Energy Information Systems (EIS) that display energy consumption may be at hand, but the absence of underlying data and formal data transformation to support effective decision making is a key weakness for building managers. These tools provide data in a context-independent manner, where building function, system operation, and energy performance are not explicitly related. Therefore, analysis activities carried out within the context of a “plan-do” process, but in the absence of adequate checking, can result in questionable outputs that are not reviewed by upper management. From an organizational perspective, any outputs based on questionable or missing data may invalidate the actions of a building manager. With regard to outputs expected from a building manager, he or she must manage system performance and associated energy consumption, educate building occupants about building function, report on environmental impact, communicate with financial controllers and represent owners with respect to capital purchases and utility tariffs (Figure 1). In practice, the workload associated with the role normally exceeds available resources, and the building manager has very little time to focus on building performance analysis [2].

Figure 1: Commercial building managers apply a “plan-do” cycle due to a typical shortage of organisational resources. An integrated checking process would complete the PDCA cycle and enable continuous improvement in building performance.

\(^{1}\) The authors consider that Ireland is at the forefront of skill-set development for building managers [21,22] and that Irish building managers are representative of global building managers.
Building operation requires understanding a building’s function with respect to different aspects of performance that in turn require access to data and information that describe a building’s performance over time. A building manager must quickly process the data into meaningful information, understand this information and, when necessary, make decisions in real time. Building performance evaluation should be non-subjective and based on reproducible methods [23]. However, present-day processes are typically subjective, require manual data manipulation, and are therefore time consuming, as databases generated by adequately instrumented buildings are enormous. Furthermore, a typical building manager does not have the time necessary for such an extensive process. New methods must include a structure that allows automated rule-based data transformations coupled with standardised presentation formats, so that building managers can effectively use both real-time and archived information, especially if data are presented at the necessary resolution and frequency. Ideally, a building manager requires a structured, standardised process that uses the appropriate tools.

A solution to inefficient building operation must account for the varying education and skill sets of analysts and building managers. In addition, the solution must recognise organisational objectives with respect to building function, energy efficiency, and legislation. Where possible, the solution must automate tasks, specifically with regard to transforming data into information that can be used for decision making.

This paper presents the scenario-modelling method to address current gaps in building performance analysis as performed by building managers. The scenario-modelling method recognises the education and skills of global building managers as well as their organisational role. Scenario modelling specifically captures and communicates the complex interdependencies of organizational requirements, in terms of building function, system performance, energy efficiency and legislation (Section 2). It relies upon systematic and structured transformations of raw data as typically available from a range of data acquisition systems into information that adequately and explicitly supports effective decision making (Section 3). In Section 4, the applicability of scenario modelling is demonstrated in two buildings, each of which has unique user requirements.

2 Holistic Performance Analysis

Holistic building performance analysis must account for the multi-faceted nature of building operation. Thermophysical conditions and energy flows resulting from a complex matrix of heat transfers and energy balances are difficult, if not impossible, to convey through conventional BMS and EIS tools. In practice, typical BMS tools fail to recognise the educational and technical profile of building managers. To further compound the issue, those tools do not address the organisational objectives that in many cases do not regard environmental conditions and energy issues as a priority. This paper aims to address two key issues for building managers:

1. How to identify and collect all data that relate/respond to holistic building performance while filtering what is irrelevant in the sea of measured data.
2. How to present relevant data so that a manager with limited technical skills can understand the building’s behaviour.

To comprehensively address these key issues, this paper considers building performance from the perspective of the building manager. It proposes that holistic building performance assessment requires five categories (herein called performance aspects and defined as building function, thermal loads, systems performance, energy consumption, and legislation) that are appropriate for a building manager, and places a particular emphasis on the interrelationships between performance aspects (Figure 2). This section focuses on important variables and concepts within each performance aspect in the context of holistic building performance. It begins with an overview of building function, which is the most important performance aspect from an organisational perspective.
Building function, defined as a controlled environment for a given purpose, is of paramount importance for most organisations and is therefore a priority for building managers. In office environments, comfortable working conditions, quantifiable in terms of dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity, airflow rates, and other measures, dramatically influence occupant productivity [24–26]. Other pivotal variables affect lighting and thermal comfort; these include average window luminance, maximum window luminance, background luminance, and transmitted vertical solar radiation at the window [27]. Conventional BMS can record all of these variables individually but do not link building function to the other important building performance aspects.

Building function or desired indoor environmental conditions significantly affect thermal loads (Figure 2). Internal equipment and lighting normally create a sensible load that may or may not vary during occupied hours. Occupants, however, create sensible and latent loads that vary with their activity level. Furthermore, external weather dependant loads vary with outside air temperature, solar gains, building orientation, time of day, cloud cover, seasonal factors, etc. Conventional systems typically meet building function and respond to changes in zone loads, but information on why such a change occurred is rarely available to building managers. In addition, conventional analysis typically represents environmental factors in terms of outside air temperature. Only experts using their skills and experience can link alterations in thermal loads to the resultant change in system performance. However, building managers need access to reliable quantitative descriptions of all thermal loads over time.

Systems such as HVAC and others must satisfy building function while accounting for associated thermal loads (Figure 2), especially in cases requiring precise control. A building manager must have the tools and quantitative measures to evaluate the performance of all systems, especially in non-conventional cases. This
work advocates a systems approach to problem detection that identifies compounding problems, such as when a conditioned zone is unintentionally exposed to the exterior environment by manually opening a window. In this case, the zone consumes unnecessary energy, as does the heating coil and boiler. A building manager requires notification of these unnecessary energy consumptions and, most important, the magnitude of all wasteful consumptions. For naturally ventilated zones, measurements of magnitudes of aperture openings are critical. A building manager requires data for naturally ventilated zones that allow comparison of system operating status, system performance, and building function [28,29]. Other systems also contribute to building function, such as the Integrated Building Environmental Control System (IBECS) sensor network technology, which can relay required localised occupancy, lighting levels, and luminance values to a building manager via a control system [30]. Occupancy detection systems that use carbon dioxide (CO2) measurements or infrared sensing to determine the presence of occupants outperform schedule-based control strategies [31], [32], but building managers require measurements at the micro-zone (occupant-specific) level [33]. At all levels of analysis, a building manager must have the ability to compare actual systems performance and associated energy consumption with a reliable equivalent prediction. Output from whole-building energy simulation models can provide these predicted data, but building managers require a mechanism with which to leverage these vast data.

Optimum operation therefore minimises energy consumption while satisfying building function (Figure 2). With relevant data, at the required levels of resolution and presented in an appropriate format, a building manager could optimise operation while accounting for systems performance, thermal loads, building function, and energy performance. However, building managers must have the ability to disaggregate consumption into what is relevant to building function and what is unnecessary waste, especially when utility providers use dynamic pricing strategies [34].

Commercial building function, systems performance, energy consumption, and CO2 emissions are presently unregulated by legislation (Figure 2). As of this writing, only certain operational aspects must comply with legislation. The European Performance of Buildings Directive [35] requires an energy label for certain categories of buildings. Other optional European legislation named the Emissions Trading Scheme, as defined by European Union (EU) Directive 2003/87/EC [36], applies to portfolios of buildings, campuses, or individual buildings. It is probable that future legislation will regulate CO2 emissions against a defined threshold. To optimise actions regarding future legislative compliance, building managers need data, processing methods, and display tools to compare actual, historical, and predicted CO2 emissions with a legally defined threshold [37].

In summary, building managers require a systematic method that is capable of holistically relating the complex interrelationships between building function, thermal loads, systems, energy consumption, and legislation. Section 3 introduces the scenario-modelling method as the solution to this present weakness.

3 Scenario-Modelling Method

The scenario-modelling method captures and communicates holistic building performance information for the established profile of building managers. Scenario modelling is a life-cycle method that leverages raw or unprocessed data at all phases of the Building Life Cycle (BLC). During design and construction, only energy simulation model outputs are available, but during commissioning and operation, measured data from sensor and meters complement energy simulation model outputs. During the design phase, a dedicated and appropriately qualified professional should define scenario models that represent the building’s predicted performance. Energy simulation modellers are the ideal professionals for creating scenario models and for updating these models over the BLC, as they are responsible for quantifying building performance expectations.

The simulation specialist, acting as part of a design team, can define a number of key scenario models after forming an expert option on how the building should optimally operate. These scenario models could focus on the function of important zones, major energy consumers, critical systems, and any combination of these. A practical approach, based on the conventional wisdom of current practitioners, could result in scenario models
that account for approximately 80% of energy consumption in a building and, where relevant, include other performance aspects. This strategy would avoid sub-metering smaller loads and all energy consumption that falls outside of this 80% threshold; i.e., the remaining 20% would require a separate scenario. As the scenario-modelling technique leverages both simulated and measured data, a simulation specialist, during design, could check the effectiveness of their scenario model set using output from whole-building energy simulation models and pass the scenario model set to a building manager who then has access to output from whole-building energy simulation models and measured data to operate the building.

During day-to-day operation, a building manager can use scenario models to check that the building operates optimally. Building function typically varies over time, thus requiring updates to a building’s set of scenario models. The simulation specialist can work with the building manager to define these changes. In effect, this cycle introduces a continuously updated optimum performance benchmark for use by building managers and thus brings the PDCA cycle to commercial building management.

The following text details the concept and hierarchical structure of scenario models (Figure 3) and concludes with an example. Scenario models fundamentally transform raw data that are difficult for building managers to process (such as BMS data or energy simulation model output data) into a form that is easily understandable and on which decisions can be based; thus enabling building managers to compare actual performance against expected design intent. Such reproducible transformations leverage formulae to generate specific grades of information, and in doing so, remove subjective data manipulation and minimise subjective interpretation. Additionally, automated data transformations have the potential to enhance productivity and deliver significant organisational benefit.

Figure 3: Class diagram representation of the scenario-modelling method. Objectified relationships store content while only exposing relevant data to building managers, and thus enable holistic, yet flexible, performance analysis.

Two automated and reproducible data transformations underpin scenario models (Figure 3). The first transformation processes specific raw data streams into standardised quantitative descriptions, called performance metrics, according to a predefined mathematical formula. Each metric definition contains only one formula that may access raw data from any number (denoted as N) of predefined data streams. For example, the performance metric “zone temperature” uses data from only one data stream, but the performance metric “zone
thermal comfort” uses data from numerous data streams that include zone temperature, zone humidity ratio, air velocity, and occupant clothing level. Most important, this generic formula is independent of datum source, so where relevant, it will process measured data from a building, predicted data generated by a whole building simulation model, and utility provider data such as dynamic tariffs in an identical manner [34]. This generic approach enables identical processing of data from different sources and facilitates a one-to-one comparison between measured and predicted data. Time series plots or summary tables are the most common representations for large sets of quantitative data. In addition, trend analysis and anomaly detection techniques identify areas of inefficient operation. However, given the profile of building managers and the time constraints associated with the role, stand-alone performance metrics may not suffice. Therefore, a non-subjective yet reliable mechanism is required.

The second transformation evaluates a single performance metric against a single predefined condition and returns a result to the building manager. Such rule-based conditions evaluate 1) measured performance metrics, 2) simulated performance metrics or (most important) 3) measured performance metrics against simulated performance metrics, thus checking actual performance against predicted performance. The most effective communication mechanism for this type of check is a traffic light convention using red for a critical warning, orange for a less severe warning, and green for operating within defined parameters [37]. For example, display a red light if a defined performance metric “zone temperature” exceeds an allowable deadband during occupied hours. The result is a qualitative performance description called standardised performance objectives [38], a terminology that is more suitable to building managers (Figure 3), and enables building managers to make decisions almost instantaneously. A performance objective may simply return a Boolean value if a quantitative performance metric exceeded a boundary condition over a given time period.

All performance objectives and metrics require a context. Current building managers are familiar with performance analysis contexts that include building energy use intensity, air-system supply temperature, and chiller Coefficient of Performance (COP). The scenario-modelling method recognises conventional performance analysis contexts and categorises them as building objects (see Figure 3). The full category list includes building portfolio, building site, building, building story or tenant, zone, micro-zone (required for optimum HVAC and lighting control), HVAC systems, and HVAC system components. The applied object-based convention maintains consistency by associating performance categories such as “utility consumption” and “energy end-use breakdown” with the building. An individual building object may have any number of performance objectives.

A second contextual layer could also improve the efficacy of building managers. Performance aspects defined in Section 2, coupled with building objects, enable holistic performance evaluation in a manner customised for building mangers. It is important to note that each of the five performance aspects can reference any number of building objects, and that the same building object can be referenced by up to five performance aspects (Figure 3). Furthermore, an individual scenario model may contain up to five performance aspects. The overall scenario-modelling structure enables a detailed holistic view of building performance while offering flexibility in terms of breadth and depth of individual scenarios.
A succinct yet sufficiently detailed example illustrates how the scenario-modelling structure represents data for use by a building manager (Figure 4). The hypothetical example compares energy consumption of a chiller against a change in zone temperature under the building function and energy consumption performance aspects.

From the perspective of the building manager, the sample scenario highlights two of the major changes that occur because of the “change in zone temperature setpoint” under both the building function and energy consumption performance aspects. The measured and predicted zone-temperature performance metrics illustrate a dry bulb temperature discrepancy. The measured and predicted chiller output performance metrics highlight the resultant change in chilled water output. This chilled water output metric, measured in kilowatts (kW), uses a formal transformation process defined in [2] and uses three data streams for input (Equation 1). The algorithm, defined in Equation 1 uses mass flow rate of fluid $\dot{m}$ in kilograms per second (kg/s), specific heat capacity $C_p$ in Joules per kilogram Kelvin (J/kgK), flow temperature of fluid $T_f$ in °K and return temperature of fluid $T_r$ in °K [39].

$$\text{Chilled Water Output} = \dot{m} \times C_p \times (T_f - T_r)$$

Equation 1

The measured performance metric would then use the measured mass flow rate of water and the measured flow and return temperatures. Similarly, the equivalent predicted performance metric uses the simulated mass flow rate of water and the simulated flow and return temperatures. The generically defined formulae enable benchmarking between predicted or previous performance through a one-to-one comparison of performance metrics. Systematically structured data formats facilitate automated post processing of data and remove the need for manual data manipulation by building managers. This approach is particularly important for building managers who wish to make decisions in real time, now that functionality to support real-time simulation outputs is available [40]. Data format guidelines with respect to frequency, resolution, and accuracy also ensure consistency of performance data across all phases of the BLC [41].

Based on the holistic information presented, a building manager can visualise an unnecessary increase in chiller energy consumption, identify the cause of this increase and, if necessary, readjust the zone temperature set point.
4 Scenario-Model Demonstration

We now demonstrate the scenario-modelling method’s versatility and effectiveness by applying it to two example buildings with different purposes and functional spaces. The two buildings are the Mardyke Sports Arena (Demonstration 1) and the Environmental Research Institute (ERI) (Demonstration 2), both at University College Cork (UCC), Ireland. Researchers had unrestrained access to their respective BMS, but each BMS had a limited set of data points. Demonstration 1 relies on an overview of the limited measured data, while Demonstration 2 uses available BMS data. For both demonstrations, detailed, up-to-date energy simulation models were not available for either building. Each demonstration description follows the same structure:

- Characteristics or limitations of the scenario;
- Description of pre-event conditions;
- Scenario description and downstream effects of the event;
- Scenario schematic.

Each scenario includes the pre-event steady-state building condition, the event itself, a transitional period following the event, and the downstream effects of the event on the post-event equilibrium. Each scenario focuses on particular building performance characteristics (indoor environmental conditions, zone temperature conditions, and heating or cooling systems) and communicates holistic performance information through performance aspects for the profiled building manager.

4.1 Demonstration 1: Mardyke Arena

The Mardyke Sports Arena at UCC is a 6,500 square meter (m²) sports centre. It consists of a swimming pool, a sports hall, fitness suites, offices, meeting rooms, performance laboratories, dance studios, and catering facilities. This demonstration focuses on the gymnasium zone, which contains fitness machines and a weight lifting area. The scenario event is a manual temperature setpoint reduction from 19°C to 17°C, which is typical for this zone type. The dedicated full fresh air system consists of a supply fan, a heating coil, a cooling coil, and a return fan (Error! Reference source not found.). Heat recovery is not available. The characteristics of the Mardyke test scenario are:

- Gymnasium zone;
- Summer cooling conditions;
- Constant outdoor temperature;
- A variable volume air system;
- Constant relative humidity setpoint;
- Equal occupancy before and after setpoint change;
- Sensible and latent heat values for occupants at different temperatures [42];
- Cooling coil diverter valve (variable volume mass flow).

This scenario describes pre-event zone conditions of 19°C and 50% relative humidity (Error! Reference source not found.). The internal thermal gains remain constant throughout.

The scenario-modelling methodology rapidly conveys the following important information to the building manager through the performance aspects shown in Figure 6.

1. **Building Function:** There has been a change in zone temperature (measured in °C).

2. **Thermal Loads:** The change in zone temperature setpoint increases the sensible occupant gains and decreases the latent occupant gains (Measured in kW).

3. **Systems Performance:** The change in thermal loads increases the cooling coil load and chiller load (Measured in kW).

4. **Energy Consumption:** The increase in chiller load increases cooling-related electrical consumption, and therefore increases building electrical consumption (Measured in kilowatt-hours [kWh] over time).
5. *Legislation:* Increased energy consumption deviates from design intent, and if continued over time will increase the building’s annual CO₂ emissions (measured in tons), which is undesirable under impending EU legislation.

![Diagram of the full fresh air system at the Mardyke Sports Arena, UCC, illustrating the dedicated heating and cooling system for the gymnasium zone.](image)

*Figure 5:* Simplified representation of full fresh air system at the Mardyke Sports Arena, UCC, illustrating the dedicated heating and cooling system for the gymnasium zone.
Figure 6: Detailed information for demonstration scenario model 1. This model highlights the changes in building function, systems performance, energy consumption, and legislation after a manual setpoint change.

If further analysis is necessary, the standardised and structured nature of the scenario ensures that the underlying data and formulae are readily available for each performance metric. Figure 6 illustrates the breadth and depth of data and information that is necessary for a building manager to make an informed decision. He/she presently lacks a mechanism that can qualify and quantify the results of decisions and/or to support decision making. Without all of the information, the building manager may only speculate on the comfort, financial, and
environmental consequences of his actions. Such lack of concrete information can result in unforeseen additional operating costs and emissions.

4.2 Demonstration 2: Environmental Research Institute

The Environmental Research Institute (ERI), also located at UCC, was designed as a low-cost energy research facility. The building contains both laboratory and office spaces, which is prudent, as recent studies identified laboratory facilities as ideal targets for energy-saving practices throughout the BLC [43]. The ERI itself is an ongoing experiment in green building design and operation, with a particular research emphasis on downstream performance [44]. The building features passive solar architecture, improved insulation, improved thermal bridging, design for reduced infiltration levels, quality natural lighting and ventilation, and a state-of-the-art BMS that monitors the integrated hybrid heating/cooling system (Figure 7), the building energy use, and the building’s indoor environmental conditions.

![Diagram of the ERI integrated hybrid heating and cooling system. The complexity of this system makes it an appropriate choice for testing the scenario-modelling concept.](image)

The ERI test scenario is an overall evaluation of the heating system (as depicted in Figure 7) and has the following characteristics:

- Two zones with unique functions and orientations;
- Spring season but heating conditions;
- Outdoor temperature that varies over the analysis time period;
- Naturally ventilated zones coupled with under-floor heating;
- Uncontrolled relative humidity.

**Scenario: Evaluation of ERI Heating System Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Aspects</th>
<th>Building Objects</th>
<th>Performance Objectives</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Formulae</th>
<th>Datum Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building Function</td>
<td>Laboratory Zone</td>
<td>Maintain Zone Thermal Comfort</td>
<td>Zone Temperature</td>
<td>= (Datum 1)</td>
<td>Simulated Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Plan Office Space</td>
<td>Maintain Zone Thermal Comfort</td>
<td>Zone Temperature</td>
<td>= (Datum 1)</td>
<td>Simulated Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Loads</td>
<td>Laboratory Zone</td>
<td>Optimize Thermal Loads</td>
<td>Thermal Loads</td>
<td>= (Thermal Loads Formula)</td>
<td>Simulated Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Performance</td>
<td>Laboratory Zone</td>
<td>Maintain Intended Supply Temperature</td>
<td>Supply Temperature</td>
<td>= (Datum 1)</td>
<td>Simulated Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Performance</td>
<td>Heat Pump 1</td>
<td>Maximize COP</td>
<td>COP</td>
<td>= (Datum 1 / Datum 2)</td>
<td>Simulated Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
<td>Heat Pump 1</td>
<td>Optimize Electrical Energy use</td>
<td>Heat Pump Electricity Consumption</td>
<td>= (Datum 1)</td>
<td>Simulated Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Maintain CO₂ emissions below agreed level</td>
<td>CO₂ emissions</td>
<td>= (Sum Utility Type CO₂ emissions)</td>
<td>Simulated Measured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 8: Detailed information for demonstration scenario model 2. This model illustrates the data and information needed to identify an inefficiently operating heat pump without a change in zone conditions.*
This scenario describes an evaluation of performance of the low-energy heating system in the context of thermal comfort in the occupied zones. The scenario-modelling methodology rapidly conveys the following important information and conveys it to the building manager through the performance aspects shown in Figure 8:

1. Building Function: Zone temperatures were within allowable parameters during occupied hours of the analysis time period (Figure 9). Zones using thermal mass and natural ventilation do not need to be precisely controlled. The range of zone temperatures is within design intent.

![Zone Temperatures V Outside Air Temperature](image)

Figure 9: Time series plot illustrating how building function, as represented by zone temperature, remains within the intended boundaries during the analysis period.

2. Thermal Loads: No change in internal thermal loads, but loads due to exterior conditions have not adversely affected zone temperatures (measured in kW).

3. Systems Performance: The supply temperature to the zones (measured in °C) has not changed, but there has been a dramatic change in COP of the heat pump (Figure 10). Such a change is unexpected, as an open source aquifer supplies the inlet of the evaporator on the heat pump at a relatively constant temperature. In this case, the design intent COP was 4.2, and the measured average for this time period was 3.14.
4. Energy Consumption: The intended operational strategy of the heat pump uses a cheaper electricity tariff by operating at night and stores heat in the thermal mass of the building. The reduction in COP of the heat pump causes a dramatic increase in heat pump electricity consumption (measured in kWh over time).

5. Legislation: Increased energy consumption deviates from design intent, and if continued over time will increase the building’s annual CO$_2$ emissions, which is undesirable under impending EU legislation (measured in tons of CO$_2$).

The scenario description focuses on the building’s primary heating source. This experiment identified that the heat pump was manually adjusted as opposed to controlled by the BMS, and therefore fails to operate in accordance with design intent. This scenario shows that the building function, thermal loads, and system performance remain unaffected (Figure 8). However, the energy consumption performance aspect indicates significant changes in the electricity consumption and cost of operation (Figure 8). If unchecked, this deviation from design intent would have increased the building’s annual CO$_2$ emissions. This could result in unforeseen additional operating costs and emissions, which would be undesirable under impending EU legislation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Building managers have specific duties and certain outputs that are required of them. Without the necessary data, information, tools, and time, they are unable to adequately meet their organisational goals. Scenario modelling enables explicit and unambiguous coupling of building function with other pivotal aspects of building
operation in a method that specifically considers the education and technical expertise of building managers. The method addresses key weaknesses of current methods, tools and technologies by:

- Defining the data required for holistic performance analysis activities;
- Defining reproducible transformations of data into information that is interpretable by profiled building managers;
- Providing a check mechanism for one-to-one comparison of predicted performance (as provided by whole building energy simulation models, guidelines, or prescriptive codes) and measured performance (as recorded by sensors and meters);
- Communicating this holistic information in a context specifically designed for the established profile of building managers;
- Optimizing the time spent by building managers on performance analysis, and in turn optimizing building performance;
- Removing the need for subjective or expert intervention with respect to holistic performance analysis.

Most important, the scenario-modelling method enables an application of Deming’s plan-do-check-act cycle in the performance analysis of commercial buildings. With this method, building managers have reliable information which they can communicate to other stakeholders at the tactical and strategic levels of organisations [45], and thus enable more informed energy-related decisions by upper management, who require a return on investment for any new method or technology. Scenario-modelling can provide maximum organisational benefit if defined during design and updated across the BLC. For existing buildings such as the two demonstrators, scenario models, from a cost-saving perspective, can rely on available measured data.

Future work in this area should include a software environment to create and edit scenario models that reads and writes data from a specifically defined Model View Definition (MVD) [46] of an Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)-based Building Information Models (BIM) [47]. An interoperable IFC-based approach would integrate scenario modelling with the design/build/commission/operate process and create a focal point for integrated, multi-stakeholder decision making over the life cycle of a project; particularly during design and operation. In doing so, scenario modelling could optimise building performance at each stage of the building life cycle and therefore deliver optimally operating buildings.
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